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“50 YEARS OF SHOWS” DEALER MARKET

If you missed our spring dealer market, don’t make the same mistake this
fall. Go ahead and mark your calendars for October 11-13 and make your
plans now! For those of you who attended the spring show, all of us at
Wallace Hardware say thank you! Thank you for making this show the
largest spring show in company history. Thank you for your continued
loyalty and support. Enjoy this post-show PROclaimer and relive all the
best moments from the spring show.
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Wallace Hardware is one of the nation’s leading
independently owned hardware distributors
providing retailers access to over 44,000
products and retail services.
Since 1922, Wallace Hardware has been
dedicated to providing innovative dealer
services, guided by a deep commitment and
focus to do the right thing for others. From our
mission, vision and every day actions, we have
projected a positive and motivating atmosphere
that allows our dealer businesses to thrive and
grow.
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Doyle Wallace presents
the Big 5 Grand Prize to Carl Ownby & Co. Pictured
(L to R): Eddie Flynn, A.C. Webster, Charlie Ownby,
Jean Ownby, Ed McKinney, Doyle Wallace, and
Richard Snowden.
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AT LEFT:

A full house gathered in the Greenbriar Room at the LeConte
Center in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee to see a special presentation honoring
50 years of shows at the kick-off to the Wallace Hardware 2017 Spring
Dealer Market.

from the President’s desk

A lot to celebrate!
Dear friends,
Our “50 Years of Shows” spring dealer market was the largest spring show
in the history of Wallace Hardware. What a wonderful way to celebrate
over 50 years of bringing you, our customers, the best products at the
best prices at the best venue in the hardware industry. This dealer market
was special. I loved reminiscing with you as we fondly looked back at the
beginnings of the Wallace Hardware shows. I enjoyed seeing the images
and hearing the stories from so many cherished individuals who helped
make Wallace Hardware and our dealer markets what they are today. I
hope you enjoyed our “look back” as much as I.
Now that the show is over, we’re pleased to bring you the latest issue of
the Wallace Hardware PROclaimer magazine. I hope you’ll enjoy finding
by Doyle M. Wallace
your photo among the many in the “50 years of Shows” picture montage.
Wallace Hardware President
Meet all the winners from our hourly drawings and the Big 5 giveaways. It
was a pleasure handing over the keys to a brand new Volkswagen Beetle
to Carl Ownby & Company, our grand prize winners. Share with us in congratulating the Wallace Hardware 2016
Dealer of the Year and the winner of this year’s Paul L. Cosgrave Memorial Award, Yates Home PRO. This award is
presented annually to the nation’s highest rated PRO Hardware retailer. We could not be prouder of Overia and J.R.
Russell as well as the rest of their team at Yates Home PRO!
Next, I hope you will celebrate with us in the amazing accomplishments of Stanley Price (p. 10), who recently
retired from Wallace Hardware after 70 years of service. Stanley has seen a lot and been a part of many innovations
in the hardware industry during his long and noble career. You will not find a finer man or a better example of a
Christian gentleman! We thank him for his many years of service to Wallace Hardware and wish him well as he
relaxes at home with Fioretta.
Our fall show will be upon us before we know it and plans are already underway. Another milestone will be
reached as we celebrate our 95th anniversary of being in business. The company began in 1922, making us 95 years
young. The “American Pride for 95” fall dealer market is going to be extraordinary. Hardware is as American as
baseball, hot dogs, apple pie, and Chevrolet! And it just so happens that we will be giving away a Chevy pick-up as
our grand prize. Plan on coming to celebrate your American pride and our 95 years! Mark your calendars now for
October 11, 12 & 13. See you in Pigeon Forge!
Thank you for your continued support of Wallace Hardware!
God bless,

Doyle M. Wallace
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Thank you for being there!
Thank you Wallace Dealers and Vendors for being there!
Congratulations to all the winners at our Spring Market and that would include dealers and
vendors. It is a lot of fun to give away cars, 65” televisions with sound bars, stainless steel
refrigerators, $1500.00 gift cards, a tool chest full of tools, different types of electronics,
and lots of cash! It is a lot of fun to see the expressions on the faces of those who win!
This spring show was by far the best one yet at Wallace Hardware. There was a lot of talk
regarding how business is and what is going on with the economy in the area we serve.
When the economy is good, there is a certain excitement in the air and it showed at the
LeConte Center in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee.
All of us at Wallace will be doing it again this fall on October 11, 12 and 13 in Pigeon Forge.
I look forward to seeing you there and hopefully seeing the smile on your face when Doyle
Wallace gives you the keys to a new pick-up truck, a washer/dryer combo, a trip, or lots of
cash. You have to attend the show to have a chance at winning these prizes, so please plan to
be there!
Regarding Pigeon Forge, it is located in my home county of Sevier, along with Sevierville and
Gatlinburg. If you haven’t been back to visit since the fire, this would be a great opportunity
to see how the people affected have pulled together and brought Gatlinburg back stronger
than ever. Not only will you see some beautiful country but also you may win some great
prizes.
Eddie Flynn
Vice President, Sales

Have you visited our new and improved website?

Our website has a new look! It’s easier to navigate
and packed full of useful information. If you
haven’t checked it out yet, please do so now! You’ll
find everything you need to know regarding
Wallace Hardware. Use it as your portal to
eStorefront, see what’s happening around Wallace,
stay up-to-date on all upcoming events and use
it as a fantastic resource for how-to videos and
articles! And we want to hear from you! Tell us
what you think and how we can improve:
marketing@wallacehardware.com.

www.wallacehardware.com
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Celebrating 50 years!
Thursday, June 1, 2017, Denzel and I attended a reception for Phil Bachman
celebrating his fifty years of selling prestigious cars in East Tennessee. Presently
he and his partner, Myron Bernard, operate Bachman-Bernard Chevrolet Buick
GMC Cadillac dealership in Greeneville, TN. A few years ago, Phil suffered a life
changing stroke and he and his wife, Martha, sold some of their dealerships. In
a conversation with Phil before his stroke, he was asked what he attributed his
multi-market multi-dealership success. “I always teamed with a good partner
who would have the same interest and commitment to the business venture as
me.”
As we reflect on our recent 50 years of shows and plan for our 95th year of
business October celebration, Phil’s words touch a sensitive nerve. “When doing
business planning, pick a good partner.” Wallace Hardware feels honored to
have been chosen by you many dealer friends as a distributor of choice for your
business. Some of you have also chosen to partner with PRO and Farm Mart as a
premier business solution for your operation. As we head into the last six months
of the year, be sure and take advantage of all that is available to you as a Wallace
dealer partner.
• Store Identification packages that present your business as the place to trade
in your market, whether as a PRO, Farm Mart, or unaffiliated provider.
• Store Design opportunities that allow Wallace designers to put your dreams
and goals on paper and develop a simplified business plan to make it happen.
• Low Cost Buying opportunities through our Wallace Partners Program. It includes
monthly Partners for Profit promotions as well as two semi-annual markets in Pigeon
Forge, two Road Shows, and multiple van options. When tied to our nine PRO,
LBM, and Farm Mart flex circulars, you have a complete promo package from
your distributor partner.
• Inventory Control Solutions through our many business automation supported
providers including a partnership with Paladin Data Corporation.
• Complete Advertising and Promotional packages that include:
3 Nine PRO circular events
3 Six Farm Mart events
3 Three Special Event Circular options to support
our paint, lawn & garden, and appliance programs.
3 Website and Social Media options.
3 More than forty value added vendors such as First
Data Credit Card processing, Home Pass
Consumer Promotional Financing, Lozier Store
Equipment and TG Promotions for apparel and
promotion merchandise.
Remember, Wallace Hardware is the “distributor for
stores and brands you trust.”
Have a great summer!
6
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Wallace Hardware Employees of the Month
APRIL – RANDY YOUNG, WAREHOUSE

Randy Young is the April 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the Month. Randy
works in the warehouse and started with the company in 1999. He left Wallace Hardware
in 2010 to pursue other ventures, but returned last January. Randy is responsible for
inventory control but is capable of doing just about any job in the warehouse from picking
product to loading stock. Randy is a truly dedicated and dependable employee who is
willing to do whatever it takes to complete the job. He is always willing to help a fellow
co-worker whenever needed, and for that, Randy is liked by all.
In his free time, Randy enjoys watching NASCAR as well as college sports.  His
favorite team is the Tennessee Volunteers. Go Vols! Let us all congratulate Randy Young
on being named the April 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the Month!

MAY – BILL TEMPLIN, CREDITS/RETURNS

Bill Templin is the May 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the Month. Bill is
a 21-year veteran of Wallace and works in the credit/return department. Bill is a very
good-natured person and an excellent employee. He is willing to do whatever it takes to
see that the job is done well. He is very dependable and has an outstanding attitude about
his job. Because of these qualities, his peers voted Bill the Warehouse Employee of the
Year in 1997.
Bill has recently taken on more responsibility by helping with inventory control. This
responsibility includes ensuring that inventory reports match between the two systems at
Wallace Hardware, SX and High Jump. Bill is extremely helpful to all employees and is
willing to pitch in and help at any time.
Family comes first for Bill. In his free time, he enjoys going to church and eating
with his wife, Angie, and kids, Raven, Noah, Caleb, and Lil’ Ryker. He also loves to watch sports and going to band
competitions. Let us all congratulate Bill Templin on being named the May 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the
Month!

JUNE – WILL HURST, SEVEN WHEELS

Will Hurst is not only a good employee, but also a great friend and a great person!
That is why he has been named the June 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the Month!
Will has been with Wallace since 2003, working as a mechanic in the Seven Wheels
garage. When Donnie Hayes, the Seven Wheels shop foreman, developed lung cancer
and was unable to perform some of his physical duties, Will took it upon himself to go the
extra mile and help Donnie and Seven Wheels get the job done. Not only has he helped
Donnie at work, but he also goes to Donnie’s house after work and on weekends to mow
his grass and trim his yard. Will does all of this on his own time and expects nothing in
return.
Lee Kimbrough, the director of Seven Wheels, said, “Will has worked for Wallace
Hardware for 14 years and in that time I can count on one hand the number of times he
has called in sick or been late for work. He is dedicated and very dependable.”
Will is a dedicated family man who enjoys being home and spending his free time with his family. He loves
working on cars and not only earns his living as a mechanic for Seven Wheels, but also enjoys working as a “shade tree”
mechanic at home. Let us all congratulate Will Hurst on being named the June 2017 Wallace Hardware Employee of the
Month!
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he Wallace Hardware family celebrated a rare milestone on Wednesday,
May 31. Stanley Price ended his illustrious career after 70 years in the
hardware business. A dinner was held in his honor at Jersey Girl Diner
in Morristown, Tennessee and Stanley’s family, along with several Wallace
employees, salespeople and customers were there to wish him Godspeed as he
enters the next chapter of his life.

- by Todd Littleton

Still working two days a week and still married to the same lady,
Fioretta, for 69 years, Stanley turned 90 on May 1 and finally decided it was
time to retire while he is still young. Stanley dedicated the large majority of
his life to Wallace Hardware and is a legend in the hardware industry! He
began his career with Wallace Hardware in 1947 at the age of 20 when D.M.
Wallace, grandfather to Doyle Wallace, hired him right after his high school
graduation.  Stanley finished a little later than usual because he had left school
early to volunteer for the army during World War II.  He spent 18 months in
Italy serving our country.
Already an American hero, Stanley proved right away that he was also
a valuable and dependable employee. He held many jobs in his early days with
Wallace but found his niche in store merchandising. After Wallace Hardware
joined PRO Hardware in 1963, Mr. John D. Wallace set out to implement its
five fundamental business principles.  Store design and merchandising was the
one element that would forever change the future of Wallace Hardware as well
as Stanley’s future with the company. Stanley was charged with the task of
heading up the new merchandising department and quickly set out to complete
his first store.  Gray Lumber Company in Beckley, West Virginia was the first
Wallace store to be merchandised with new fixtures, followed by the first PRO
store, J.A. Greever, in Tazewell, Virginia.

Stanley, along with his wife, Fioretta, and his
sons, Mike and Steve, pose for a photo.
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Stanley gave a farewell speech thanking
everyone for the opportunity to serve for so
many years.

Richard Snowden, Stanley Price, and Doyle
Wallace smile for the camera.

The PRO and Wallace affiliation dates back to
1963. Stanley was here from the beginning.

Stanley presents a new display to the president
of the Tennessee Hardware Association.

Over the years, Stanley has implemented his ingenuity, creativity and
progressive thinking in his store merchandising concepts. His ideas have lead
to innovations that have completely changed the hardware industry. One casein-point happened on a Saturday afternoon in the early 80s when a worker
cut an electrical line running from Stanley’s house to the barn where he had a
freezer. No hardware dealers that were open had the basic wire nuts needed
to reconnect the wires. That’s when he got the idea to develop plumbing,
electrical, paint sundries, hardware, and tool concepts for Wallace dealers. He
wanted to ensure that our stores carried all the products found and used in
residential construction. He particularly designed the concepts for lumberyards

Stanley Price discusses a merchandising plan
with Cliff Horne and Fred Fuller.

The Price family was there to celebrate and
honor their patriarch.

Danny Owens says a few words about how
much Stanley means to him.

Danny Wingate tells how Stanley can always
make a person smile.
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that in those days focused primarily on sticks and building supplies. Stanley
asked, “Why have customers go elsewhere when we can service their needs and
grow our overall sales and gross margin?”
Stanley Price has added so much to so many during his 70 years with
Wallace Hardware. His relationships with customers have helped them become
better retailers. Many of his merchandised stores have gone on to receive the
Paul L. Cosgrave Memorial Award as the Nation’s top PRO store and every store
he has reset has seen a significant increase in sales.  Three of those retailers,
Danny Wingate of Haywood PRO Builders Supply and Cherokee PRO Home
Center, and Eddie Boles and Danny Owens of Liberty PRO Lumber were
present to say a few words on how much Stanley means to them and to thank
him for his many years of service.  Eddie Boles stated, “I was a Christian when
I first began working with Stanley Price.  I was a better one afterward.”  Several
Wallace employees and salespeople also stood up and said a few words about
their experience of knowing and working with Stanley. Each remark had a
running theme; Stanly Price is a fine merchandiser, a good friend, a great man,
and an even greater man of God!
After a delicious dinner of salad, ham, fried chicken, mashed potatoes,
green beans, dinner rolls and desserts, Doyle Wallace presented Stanley with a
gold watch, thanking him for his many years of service. The evening concluded
with everyone gathering around to lay hands on Stanley as Richard Snowden
prayed for his future well being and life after Wallace Hardware. Let us all
congratulate Stanley Price on his 70 years of service. We wish him the best in
all his future endeavors!

Almeda Bell talked about graduating with
Stanley from East Morristown High School.

Stanley shows off his new gold watch.
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Eddie Boles said, “I was a Christian when I
began working with Stanley Price. I was a
better one afterward.”

Ernie Caudill told how much of an honor it has
been to work with Stanley.

Richard Snowden and Shirley Graybiel share a
few funny stories about working with Stanley.

Fred Fuller and A.C. Webster were both trained Richard Snowden prays for Stanley as the
by Stanley Price.
crowd lays hands upon him.
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Wallace on the road
Before there were hardware shows, there were vans.   In the early
1960s, Wallace’s primary lawn mower provider was Excello Mowers. After
they went out of business, their representative, Les Williams, found a person
who would assemble basic mowers.  It started in his garage and had a 20”
and 22” staggered mower deck with a chrome handle, steel wheels, and a
sturdy throttle control.  Its name was the Wallace Chieftain.  Next was a 20”
and 22” full-baffle deck side discharge with height adjusters that became
affectionately known as the Wallace Special. Later, a magnesium deck
version was added plus a rider with a 3HP engine. Mr. Wallace was so proud
of the new line of mowers that he said we were taking it on the road. He
met Richard Snowden in the old Taylor building warehouse and gave him a
condensed sales pitch. The mowers were placed in a Wallace Ford Econoline
pick-up and they hit the road, taking it to the dealers.
The van was such an incredible success, Mr. Wallace decided to
continue the process. They obtained a used battery truck and loaded it with
farm equipment parts to take to implement dealers. This was followed by a
van of Stanley Hardware. The van success continued to build and a decision
was made to order a stripped-down Condor camper in which we would install
pegboard and start a seasonal rotation of taking vans to dealers. The van
program remained for many years, but soon faded as more emphasis was
placed on the growing spring and fall dealer markets.
Now, Wallace Hardware is bringing the van program back! Starting
this month, our new Mobile Sales Van will be making the rounds to dealers
in every territory in the Wallace distribution footprint.  If you weren’t able
to make it to the show, now the show can come to you! Just like in the past,
our van will be making seasonal rotations stocked with items from different
vendors.  The current van will be displaying products from Ali Industries,
Bosch Tools, Boss Gloves, Coleman Cable, Eaton Cutler-Hammer, Gardner
Bender, Gardner Gibson, Genova, Great Neck/Goldblatt Tools, LDR, Lithonia
Lighting, Poulan Mower/Handheld, RSI Cabinets, Satco, and Southwire.  If
you are interested in the Wallace Mobile Sales Van visiting your store, contact
your salesperson today!
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Seth Clark will be piloting the van around to the
Wallace Hardware dealers.

Inside the van, the shelves are stocked with
inventory and ready to go.

Stanley Price checks out the inside of the new
Mobile Sales Van.
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50 YEARS OF SHOWS REVISITED

Relive the best moments of the show through our picture montage.
To see additional photos, like us on Facebook and visit us at www.wallacehardware.com.
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Photos by Eric McKinney, Sunni Watson, and Todd Littleton
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The
and other

Winners

T

he spring “50 Years of Shows” dealer market was,
once again, a big success! At this show, we did
things a little differently. Instead of placing all the
tickets into one container and drawing five names, we let
the dealers choose which drawings to enter. They could
place all their tickets into one prize drawing or spread them
out among a few or all. The more tickets they entered, the
better their chances of winning! We would like to thank
everyone for helping to make this dealer market great
and now want to share with you all the big winners from
the spring show.
Before we introduce the winners, let’s recap how
the Big 5 works. For every $500 a dealer spent at one of the
65 participating vendors during the dealer market, one
ticket was earned for the Big 5 drawings. The drawings
were held at the end of the show. The same dealer could
only win one of the prizes and they did not have to be
present to win. Here were the prizes:

THE CROWD GATHERS
32

At Left: Doyle Wallace gets the crowd ready for the last chance
and Big 5 drawings.

• 2017 Volkswagen Beetle
• Whirlpool Fridge

• Jobsite Toolbox
• 65” Flat Screen TV and Soundbar
• $1500 Bass Pro Shops Gift Card
In addition to the grand prizes, there were also 22
hourly drawings and three last chance drawings, giving
anyone in attendance a chance to win. And now,
without further ado, let’s meet all the winners!

LAST CHANCE WINNERS
SHANKS FARM SUPPLY

CHUCKEY, TN - $500 CASH

CHATTOOGA BELLE FARM

LONG CREEK, SC - $500 CASH

DISCOUNT BUILDING SUPPLY
GUNTERSVILLE, AL - $500 CASH
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER - Carl Ownby & Company

Greeneville Builders

Charlie and Jean Ownby from Carl Ownby & Co., located in Sevierville, Tennessee, were all smiles as Doyle Wallace handed them
the keys to a new 2017 Volkswagen Beetle.

Jerry Malone and Rick Parvin from Greeneville Builders Supply Sean Scherer from HnR Plumbing, located in Odenville,
of Greeneville, Tennessee were happy to receive the Maytag
Alabama was happy to receive a $1500 Bass Pro Shops gift
side-by-side refrigerator.
certificate. This is the second show in a row he has won a Big 5!

Means PRO Lumber

Dwight and Jody Postalwait from Means PRO Lumber in
Beckley, West Virginia smile for the camera as they receive
their Vizio 65” TV and soundbar from Eddie Flynn and Blake
Warden of Wallace Hardware.
34

Tazewell Farm Bureau

Barbara Patrick from Tazewell Farm Bureau in Tazewell,
Virginia was happy to receive a Jobsite toolbox loaded with
Apex Tools from Eddie Flynn and Blake Warden of Wallace
Hardware.

HnR Plumbing, LLC

HOURLY DRAWING WINNERS

PLATEAU DRUG CENTER - ONEIDA, TN
WILLIAMS ELECTRIC - SALYERSVILLE, KY
RIFE’S TV & APPLIANCE CORP - GRUNDY, VA
SHANKS FARM SUPPLY - CHUCKEY, TN
CLAY FARM BUREAU & PRO HARDWARE - CLAY, WV
MT JOY HARDWARE - BUCHANAN, VA
GREEN’S HOME CENTER - LAWRENCEBURG, TN
L & L MART - COALMONT, TN
REECE’S BUILDING SUPPLY - NARROWS, VA
GRAY HAWK BUILDING SUPPLY - GRAY HAWK, KY
WOODS MOBILE HOMES, INC - SWEETWATER, TN
POULTRY ELECTRIC & PRO HARDWARE - WINCHESTER, TN
ALBEMARLE HOME SOLUTIONS - ALBEMARLE, NC
K & G BUILDING MATERIALS - DOBSON, NC
WAR HOME CENTER - WAR, WV
YATES HOME PRO - TELLICO PLAINS, TN
CLAY FARM BUREAU & PRO HARDWARE - CLAY, WV
WAR HOME CENTER - WAR, WV
BURLESON PLUMBING & HEATING - SPRUCE PINE, NC
SJ NEATHAWK LUMBER, INC - LEWISBURG, WV
ROARING RIVER MILLING CO - ROARING RIVER, NC

GOOGLE HOME
IPAD MINI
32” VIZIO TV
BLACKSTONE GRILL
$250 CASH
$250 CASH
32” VIZIO TV
IPAD MINI
SONY CAMERA
FIRE PIT
KARCHER WET VAC
PRESSURE WASHER
FIRE PIT
$200 BASS PRO GIFT CARD
$250 CASH
$250 CASH
ORCA COOLER
LAWN MOWER
DEWALT MITRE SAW
BOSCH TOOLS
KITCHENAID STAND MIXER
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THE WALLACE HARDWARE 2016 PRO RETAILER OF THE
YEAR AND PAUL L. COSGRAVE MEMORIAL AWARD WINNER
by Todd Littleton

The Wallace Hardware 2016 PRO Retailer of the Year, Yates Home PRO, located in Tellico Plains, Tennessee,
has been selected as the PRO Group’s 2017 Paul L. Cosgrave Memorial Award winner. Named after PRO’s
founder, Paul Cosgrave, the Paul L. Cosgrave Memorial Award is presented annually to a PRO Hardware
retailer for their great dedication to the principles and ideals of effective hardware merchandising that
Cosgrave developed. “Yates Home PRO was selected because they represent the best of PRO Hardware,” said
Shari Kalbach, vice president of the PRO Group. “Considering sales, operations
management, advertising, merchandising, and much more, they are at the
top. We’re very proud of Yates and are honored to have them in the PRO
family.”
As a family-owned and oriented business, they proudly provide
services and product to their community, including a full-line of
hardware, clothing, hunting and sporting goods, automotive supplies
and much more. They take customer service very seriously. At Yates,
they not only strive to achieve customer satisfaction, they guarantee
it. “From Our Home to Yours with Quality Since 1967” is a motto
Yates Home PRO firmly stands by. Their partnership with Wallace
Hardware and the PRO Group help make the motto a reality!
36
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THE STORE HISTORY

THE WALLACE AND PRO RELATIONSHIP

The story of Yates Home PRO begins long before the terms
“big box stores” or “chain retailers” were ever heard. In
1967, Bob Yates had an idea about opening a small “onestop-shop” for his community. Although Bob was a rural
mail carrier, he knew he had the support and help of his
family to bring his idea to life. On July 4, 1967, Yates
Home Store was opened. While Bob continued to run his
daily mail route, his family stepped in to run the business.
At the end of his mail route each day, Bob would start his
shift at the store. The store opened each morning at 7:30
a.m. and remained open until midnight, six days a week.
On Sunday, the store opened after church services were
complete and closed at 6:00 p.m. The store was always
open on holidays.

The relationship among Yates Home PRO, Wallace
Hardware and the PRO Group originated in 1967
when they began purchasing hardware from Wallace
Hardware Company. They were in need of a supplier
who could best supply their needs and were pleased to
discover that Wallace Hardware offered good pricing
and great service while operating under the same basic
Christian principles as themselves. Their salesperson
for many years, Mike Farthing, is responsible for
keeping them number one in their marketplace and
helped tremendously during their recent store reset and
change over from the Farm Mart program to the PRO
Hardware program. Their current Wallace salesperson,
John Wallace, has proven to be insightful and invaluable
at keeping them ahead of the competition. He
constantly provides merchandising and marketing
strategies that are meaningful and profitable to their
business. This unmatched support has resulted in over
90 percent of their hardware purchases being made with
Wallace Hardware.

With the time and attention only a family can give, the
business thrived and expansions were needed. Bob retired
from the Postal service in 1978 and began the first major
expansion to the store. Between 1973 and 1990, four more
buildings were added in addition to two warehouses in the
1980s. In 1986, the state of Tennessee purchased the land
on which the original Yates store was located. Bob Yates
decided to purchase new land and rebuild his store. In
January of 1990, construction of the new building began.
Before each beginning, there must be an end.
Unfortunately, Bob Yates was diagnosed with cancer in
March of 1990. Although his desire was to see the new
store completed and fully operational, he passed away in
December of that year. Stepping into his father’s footsteps,
Harkey Yates took over as manager of the new store.
Harkey oversaw much of the expansion that included an
additional lumberyard. Without warning, the Yates family
suffered the loss of Harkey in 2011. Armed with the many
years of knowledge gained in working at the store, his
sister, Overia, took over the reins.
Overia and her husband, J.R. Russell, have a vested interest
in the community and are proud to offer the same “onestop-shop” services her father did. They have continued to
expand the inventory and now offer services not found at
larger “box stores.” It’s the personal service offered at Yates
Home PRO that makes the business so successful but it is
family that bonds it together.
One visit to Yates Home PRO and it becomes apparent why
they are Tellico Plains’ number one source for hardware,
sporting goods, lumber, automotive goods and more.
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Yates Home PRO is extremely loyal to Wallace
Hardware and the PRO Group. They have been to
every Wallace dealer market since 1967, never missing
one. They have implemented the Wallace Hardware
Partners for Profit business plan, utilizing Partners
Profit Boosters, Wallace Specials, Show Buys, and the
Wallace Road Shows. They consistently use PRO Group
tools such as the flex circular, the Bargain of the Month,
Statement Stuffers, mobile and texting coupon specials,
and end caps with promotional trim kits.

Overia discuss sales strategy with Eddie Flynn, Wallace
Hardware Vice President of Sales.

J.R. and Overia visit with Shari Kalbach from PRO and Terry
Greer from TG Promotions at the Spring 2016 “Blazin’ Trails”
dealer market.

Through hard work, long hours, association with
great employees, and guidance provided by Wallace
Hardware and the PRO Group, Yates Home PRO
continues to grow. They specialize in hardware,
sporting goods, lumber, automotive goods and more.
They contribute this success to abiding by the six key
elements of the PRO Group:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identification
Store Modernization
Inventory Management
Group Purchasing Power
Advertising
Value-Added Services

Yates Home PRO receives recognition at the Spring
2017 “50 Years of Shows” dealer market for winning the
2016 Retailer of the Year award.
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IDENTIFICATION

GROUP PURCHASING POWER

To identify the business as a PRO store, Yates Home PRO
has placed an illuminated 4x8 departmental PRO sign with
a Porter Paints sponsorship on the main building. They also
have mounted an illuminated 4x8 PRO sign. All the employees
wear uniforms with the PRO logo. They have a Gravely 4x4
emblazoned with their PRO logo and have a Yates Home PRO
floor mat placed at the front door.

Being a member of the PRO Group provides Yates Home PRO
the opportunity to take advantage of their $5.25 billion in
combined purchasing power. This allows them to purchase 90
percent of all their hardware vendor buys from key suppliers.
Boss, Coleman Cable, DAP, Ames/True Temper, ADS,
Genova, 3M, Apex Tool Group, and Bosch are just a few of the
major brands they carry.

STORE MODERNIZATION

Yates Home PRO uses all of the PRO Group’s low cost
purchasing programs: volume purchasing, drop ships, Buyers
Bargains, circular and end cap specials, dealer show bargains,
etc. The merchandise is then competitively priced and
attractively displayed, encouraging consumer purchases.

The 10,000 square foot, modern showroom is brightly lit and
highlighted by PRO decor items. They identify their departments
using PRO signage as well as using the PRO color scheme.
Eighteen end caps are used throughout the store to feature special
purchases, seasonal items, and closeouts. The end caps are also
used to feature circular merchandise and “Bargains of the Month”
during the sales period.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Yates Home PRO is an advocate of the PRO designed inventory
control system. The retail merchandising list was used as a
basis for initially stocking the store and is reviewed monthly to
ensure that the proper merchandise is being stocked. Bin labels,
scheduled purchasing, price stickers, price updates and purchase
reports are tools that have been successfully integrated into the
firm’s inventory control system.
They utilize the Paladin inventory management system as their
point-of-sale software and have it fully integrated into all facets of
their operation. From special orders, to payables and receivables,
to the completion of a customer’s transaction, the computer
system is a vital part of their daily business.
Yates Home PRO either stocks or can special order a wide
assortment of hardware, sporting goods, automotive, appliances,
paint, lumber and more. Whether a hammer drill or a socket
wrench is needed, they’ve got it covered. Yates Home PRO
proudly provides everything needed to enjoy time in the sun.
From quality rods and reels to camping accessories, they stock
what is needed. As their hometown certified Whirlpool dealer,
Yates carries a full line of home, kitchen and laundry room
appliances at competitive prices. They stock a complete line of
both treated and untreated framing lumber, architectural supplies
and all the materials required to complete the interior of a
structure. Yates Home PRO offers the supplies needed to get any
job done.
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ADVERTISING
Yates Home PRO has competition that consists of a Lowe’s
Home Center, Home Depot, Sloan Center Hardware, 84
Lumber, and other independent dealers, all within a 50 mile
radius of their location. In order to survive in this competitive
market, they must promote products and services effectively.
Catering to the needs of local home owners is their market
niche. Their strategy is to lateralize this strength to the serious
do-it-yourselfer and handyman market through the PRO
Group’s circular program.
Yates Home PRO takes advantage of the PRO Group’s
marketing tools and systems to keep both store traffic and
profits growing. In 2016, they participated in 6 circulars,
distributing 24,600 pieces. All together, the Statement
Stuffers, the “Bargain of the Month” program, mobile texting
coupon specials, and the circular program let the community
know they will experience great value and service at Yates
Home PRO.
In addition to the Statement Stuffers and circulars, Yates
Home PRO uses a wide array of advertising media to
encourage the community to visit their store. Here is a list of
a few examples:
• Local Newspapers
• Radio
• Prizes and other Give-Aways
• Contractor & Customer Appreciation Days
• Tool Demonstration Days
• Specialty Advertising, including:
• Hats
• Pens & Pencils
• Calendars & Coloring Books
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VALUE-ADDED SERVICES

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Service is one of the key areas in which Yates Home
PRO excels. They distinguish themselves from their
competitors and continue to grow their business by
providing their customers with major brands and
product lines, knowledgeable sales people, special
ordering, and other valuable services that go above and
beyond what is expected.

Spend the day at Yates Home PRO and it will
become apparent to anyone just how connected
Yates is to their customers and community.
Almost everyone who enters is greeted by a
friendly “hello” and called by their name. The
community of Tellico Plains knows they can
count on Yates Home PRO for all their DIY
needs, and this loyalty is not taken for granted.
Yates gives back each year by supporting their
local sports teams, fire and police departments,
colleges, and other civic organizations. They
hold a customer appreciation day each year
where they feed their customers free barbecue,
sodas, cotton candy, popcorn and cookies and
treat them to entertainment from local blue
grass bands. If you’re lucky, Overia will even
clog for you. In December, Santa visits and
hands out free coloring books to the kids and
door prizes to the adults. When the Amish
moved in to the area a few years ago, Yates
Home PRO put up a hitching post and watering
station and installed a pay phone for their use.
Here is a list of some of their local organizations
they have sponsored or supported over the
years:

An employee who is gaining product knowledge and
customer respect for that knowledge is a great asset
to any business. The sales crew consists of Preston
Russell, Doug Patton, Mike Lowry, Ida Patty, Wendell
Lynn, Overia and J.R. Russell, and Samantha Russell
when she is not in school. They pride themselves in
knowing their product lines and their applications.
They have found that growth in sales performance
goes hand-in-hand with their growth in product
knowledge and service provided to their customers.
Yates Home PRO is a member of the North American
Retail Hardware Association (NRHA) through Wallace
Hardware. This allows them to use the collected
information that is available through the NRHA
website. Past articles of Hardware Retailing magazine
are available when researching a particular subject
and the “Advanced Course in Hardware Retailing”
is available to all their employees. This includes
testing and grading. When selling lines as diverse as
pocketknives and tires, they take pride in knowing
they’re the PRO’s.

The sales team consists of (L to R): Preston Russell, Sharon
Murrell, Doug Patton, Ida Patty, Mike Lowry and Samantha
Russell.

• Little League Sports
Roger Little and Wendell Lynn are there to help with lumber
and tire installations.

• Baseball
• Softball

Zach Cudzilo with Owens Corning
makes cotton candy for customers
at the Yates Home PRO Grand ReOpening.

Overia clogs for her customers while
the blue grass band plays at the
Grand Re-Opening Celebration on
May 14, 2016.

J.R. Russell demonstrates his line of
Jonsered chainsaws.

A happy customer poses with his
new pizza kitchen he won at the
Yates Home PRO Grand Re-Opening
Celebration.

• Basketball

Everyday, their employees seek to keep Yates Home
PRO a step above their competition. They offer special
ordering of products, key cutting, tire installation, gun
and knife sales, propane, gas, and custom mixing of
paint. They even have some specialty items such as
Bass Pro Shop.

• United Way
• Chamber of Commerce
• Tellico Plains High School Athletics
• Tennessee Wesleyan College

No one in the Tellico Plains area has a better selection
of lumber and building supplies than Yates Home PRO.

• Hiwassee College

The mission statement of Yates Home PRO states:
“From Our Home to Yours with Quality Since 1967.”
They believe that treating their customers like family is
how they add value to the materials and products they
sell. They just don’t believe this, they practice it every
day!

• Girl Scouts
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Santa visited Yates Home PRO in December to find out what the children of
Tellico Plains wanted for Christmas. He handed out coloring books to the kids
and cookies and hot cider to the parents.

• Boy Scouts of America
• Tellico Plains Fire Department
• Monroe County 4-H Club
• Monroe County FFA
Whether building a home or a hide-out for the kids, Yates
Home PRO offers the supplies needed to get the job done.
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vendors & dealers

vendors & dealers

Wallace Hardware Vendor Partners of the Year

Wallace Hardware believes in partner relationships and this spring at the “50 Years of Shows” dealer market, we
recognized six of our most outstanding dealers from the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

LAWN & GARDEN AMES

PAINT & PAINT SUNDRIES DAP

Building Hardware
Hand & Power Tools
Heating & Plumbing
Electrical
Lawn & Garden
Paint & Paint Sundries

Each vendor partner was evaluated by the Wallace Hardware support staff in regard to the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts Payable
Customer Service
Credit & Returns
Receiving and Stocking
Salesmen (Promotions & Sales Aids)
Purchasing Assistants

One vendor partner from the six category winners was then chosen to receive the second annual “John D. Wallace
Vendor Partner of the Year” award. For the second year in a row, this prestigious honor was awarded to American
Water Heater. Congratulations to all our Top Vendor Partners of the Year!

BUILDING HARDWARE THE HILLMAN GROUP

HAND & POWER TOOLS APEX TOOL GROUP

HEATING & PLUMBING AMERICAN WATER HEATER

ELECTRICAL EATON CUTLER-HAMMER

“JOHN D. WALLACE VENDOR PARTNER OF THE YEAR”
AMERICAN WATER HEATER
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vendors & dealers

Customer appreciation days

Several Wallace Hardware dealers decided to give back to their communities and customers by holding customer
appreciation days. They took the opportunity to personally thank each valued customer in attendance. Loyalty was
rewarded with great food and entertainment, and some fantastic door prizes were given away.  It also made for a great
opportunity to provide some very informative vendor presentations. Fun was had by all at each event!

vendors & dealers

PRO LEBANON BLOCK & SUPPLY – LEBANON, VIRGINIA

A great time was had on Wednesday, May 10 at Lebanon Block & Supply as they said thank you to all their customers
and contractors with free hot dogs, door prizes and vendor presentations.

VALLEY BUILDING SUPPLY – SWEETWATER, TENNESSEE

Valley Building Supply was the place to be on Tuesday, May 9 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. More than 20 vendors
featured products carried or offered by Valley and Wallace Hardware. Door Prizes were given away to some lucky
customers. Live music and a complimentary lunch by Smoke-N-Bonz was enjoyed by everyone in attendance!

CHATTOOGA BELLE FARM HARDWARE & FEED – LONG CREEK, SOUTH CAROLINA
Chattooga Belle Farm Hardware & Feed celebrated their grand opening on May 6 with over 150 people in attendance.
Their hardware store is just a part of a much larger operation. Located on their property is a vineyard, distillery,
restaurant, and event facility. The distillery creates wine and spirits from the fruit grown on the farm.

HINDMAN PRO MART – HINDMAN, KY

Hindman PRO Mart in Hindman, Kentucky held a Contractors’ Day on May 30 from 10:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. A lot
of valuable information was shared along with a great meal of hamburgers and hot dogs. Wallace Hardware provided
the door prizes won by a lucky few. Wallace Hardware was happy to be a part of this great event!
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Get Ready!

LeConte Center • Pigeon Forge, Tennessee • October 11-13

WALLACE HARDWARE • 5050 SOUTH DAVY CROCKETT PKWY • MORRISTOWN, TENNESSEE 37813
P: 800.776.0976

F: 423.317.1481

marketing@wallacehardware.com

